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Abstract
We use the energy method to study the well-posedness of initial-boundary value problems approx-
imated by overset mesh methods in one and two space dimensions for linear constant-coefficient
hyperbolic systems. We show that in one space dimension, for both scalar equations and systems
of equations, the problem where one domain partially oversets another is well-posed when charac-
teristic coupling conditions are used. If a system cannot be diagonalized, as is ususally the case
in multiple space dimensions, then the energy method does not give proper bounds in terms of
initial and boundary data. For those problems, we propose a novel penalty approach. We show, by
using a global energy that accounts for the energy in the overlap region of the domains, that under
well-defined conditions on the coupling matrices the penalized overset domain problems are en-
ergy bounded, conservative, well-posed and have solutions equivalent to the original single domain
problem.
Keywords: Overset Grids, Chimera Method, Well-Posedness, Stability, Conservation, Penalty
Methods
1. Introduction
Overset grid methods [7],[18] have been used for forty years to simplify the application of nu-
merical methods to complex geometric configurations. A typical overset grid model is to use a
fitted grid near a body, placed over a simpler underlying mesh, with a region of the underlying
mesh blanked out. An example of such a mesh is shown in Fig. 1. Interface conditions are applied
to the overset mesh boundaries to couple the solutions between them.
The history and literature of overset grid methods are extensive. The topic has its own conference
series [22] that has been held for almost thirty years. Numerous software packages exist to implement
the schemes, including [8], [6], [12], to cite only three. The methods have been used in conjunction
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Figure 1: Example of an overset grid where a mesh with two circular boundaries oversets a uniform Cartesian grid
with a blanked out region in the center
with all major spatial approximation schemes: finite difference [26], finite element (continuous
[11], discontinuous [10],[4], and hybridizable [15]), finite volume [5], and spectral [16],[19]. Finally,
overset grid methods are used in a wide variety of application areas including aerodynamics [26],
solid mechanics [1], meteorology [14], and electromagnetics [13].
Stability of the coupling procedures has long been a practical and theoretical issue with overset
mesh methods [25], and to date fully multidimensional stability proofs are not available. The
most recent works have used the energy method with summation by parts finite difference schemes
to prove stability for one-dimensional scalar and system problems [3]. An extension to two space
dimensions is made in [23],[24], with a note that the one dimensional proof extends only to problems
where the coefficient matrices are simultaneously diagonalizable.
One of the issues with finding a general stability proof is that the original initial-boundary value
problem (IBVP) on which the approximation is based needs to be well-posed in the first place. If
it is not, then further development is pointless. In fact, the steps used to show well-posedness can
often be directly followed to lead to a stability proof for a numerical scheme [20]. We are unaware,
however, of any work to date that has examined the well-posedness of overset grid problems on
which the numerical methods are based.
In this paper, we step back from the numerical issue of stability and examine the more funda-
mental problem of the overset mesh approach as an approximation of a continuous IBVP problem
of overset subdomains, and formulate such problems that are energy bounded, well-posed, and
conservative.
We broadly describe the overset domain problem that we address in the following way: The
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is desired on a domain Ω, where d is the number of space dimensions, {xi}di=1 are the coordinate
directions, and the coefficient matrices, Ai, are constant and symmetric. We do not require that the
coefficient matrices are simultaneously diagonalizable. Bold quantities like ω and u, etc. represent
state vectors of p state variables; the coefficient matrices, Ai, are therefore p× p.
Instead of solving the problem on Ω, it is solved on a series of problems posed on a collection
of subdomains, Ωk, that can overlap, but which cover Ω, i.e. Ω = ∪Ωk. Each subdomain hosts a








Boundary conditions are applied along the physical boundaries ∂Ω ∩ Ωk, which we assume are
dissipative.
Importantly, initial conditions are specified over the whole domain, Ω, so that in any overlap
region the solutions within the subdomains coincide at time t = 0 with the global solution, ω0 =
ω(
→
x, 0), where the arrow represents a space vector with d components. Coupling conditions are
applied to the subdomain intersections, and possibly within the overlap regions themselves. The
general expectation among practitioners when overset grids are used is that the solutions evolve
within each subdomain equivalently so that they represent the solution one would get by solving
the problem on the original domain, Ω. We investigate that assumption in detail and pose problems
for which it is valid.
More specifically, we restrict the problems in this paper to two subdomains with solutions u
and v in one and two space dimensions that partially overlap, but which otherwise contain the
salient features of the general problem. Throughout the paper we assume trivial upwind physical
boundary conditions, and focus solely on the subdomain coupling.
We develop the results systematically, starting with the problem of two domains with partial
overlap in one space dimension for the scalar equation, which provides insight, and allows us to
introduce the approach and technique that we use. For one space dimension, we show that the
problem where characteristic interface conditions are used to transfer data from one subdomain to
another is energy bounded for scalar problems and for the hyperbolic system. The system proof
relies on the diagonalizability of the coefficient matrix. We proceed to show that if one does not
use diagonalizability, which one cannot in general do in multiple space dimensions, then parasitic
terms appear that are not bounded by initial or boundary data.
To get energy bounded problems without assuming simultaneous diagonalization of the coeffi-
cient matrices, we use multiple interior penalty functions to eliminate terms not bounded by the
data. Multiple penalty procedures have been used previously to increase the accuracy and stability
of numerical solutions [9, 21], and here we use them as part of the original IBVP to enforce energy
boundedness. By adding penalty terms to the original equations we can remove the parasitic terms
and obtain a suitable energy bound.
The use of the penalty terms extends to multiple space dimensions (without the assumption
of diagonalization), and we show well-posedness of two-dimensional overset domain problems with
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penalties applied at the overlap interfaces and in the interior of the overlap region. We present two
multiple penalty formulations of the overset domain problem: The first applies penalties only at
the boundaries of the overlap region. The other introduces additional penalties within the overlap
region. The additional penalties could be viewed as favoring one subdomain over another, e.g. to
favor one, numerically, that is expected to be more accurate due to better resolution. We show
that with specific conditions on the coupling matrices and for trivial upwind physical boundary
conditions, both formulations have their energy bounded by the initial data. Furthermore, the
coupling conditions required for energy boundedness simultaneously ensure conservation, so that
the flux lost from one subdomain is gained by the other.
We show well-posedness and conservation by first developing an energy bound for the combined
overset domain solutions. Unique in our approach is to use three techniques for the general problem:
We
(T1) account for the energy in the overset portion and relate it to interface values using integration
by parts,
(T2) use a norm that corrects for the double–counted energy due to the overlap to allow bounds
to be made on the individual domain components, and
(T3) use internal penalties to get desired energy bounds. Although the use of penalty terms is
common, we use them here for the first time on the overset domain problem.
We use the energy estimates to show that the solutions of the overset problems match the
solution of the original domain problem. From the fact that the original problem is well-posed, i.e.
the solution exists, is unique, and is energy bounded, we infer that the overset domain problem
is also well-posed. Finally, we show that in each case, the overset domain problems with penalty
conditions are conservative, if they are stable.
To aid with navigating the paper, we collect the overset domain problems that we study in Table
1, and list the theorems for well-posedness and conservation.
Equation Coupling Dimension Well-Posedness Conservation
Scalar Characteristic 1D Thm. 2
System Characteristic 1D Thm. 4
System Interface Penalty 1D Thm. 6 Thm. 8
System Interface Penalty 2D Thm. 10 Thm. 12
System Interface + Overlap Penalty 2D Thm. 14 Thm. 15
Table 1: Collection of results for well-posed overset domain problems
2. Overset Domains in One Space Dimension
We start by examining three one-dimensional overset domain problems. The first is for the
scalar equation. The second extends the problem to the system, and shows energy boundedness
using the fact that the system can be diagonalized. That problem is re-done without the use of
diagonalization, which is usually not available in multiple space dimensions, to show that additional
terms appear in the energy that are not bounded by initial or boundary data. Finally, we introduce
a multiple penalty formulation for the system that is energy bounded without the need to use
diagonalization, making it a candidate for multidimensional problems.
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Figure 2: Overset domain definitions in 1D
2.1. The Scalar Problem in One Space Dimension
The scalar overset domain problem in one space dimension seeks the solution to the initial-
boundary-value problem
ωt + αωx = 0, x ∈ Ω = (a, d)
ω(a, t) = 0, t > 0
ω(x, 0) = ω0, x ∈ Ω,
(3)
where α > 0, by finding the solutions on two domains Ωu and Ωv, as seen in Fig. 2. For those
domains, we pose two problems, L and R
L

ut + αux = 0, x ∈ Ωu
u(a, t) = 0
u(x, 0) = ω0(x)
R

vt + αvx = 0, x ∈ Ωv
v(b, t) = u(b, t)
v(x, 0) = ω0(x)
(4)
The original problem (3) for ω is known to be well-posed and the energy is bounded by the
initial energy [17]. We show that u and v are energy bounded, and from that, u(x, T ) = ω(x, T ) on
Ωu and v(x, T ) = ω(x, T ) on Ωv, making the overset problem well-posed as well.
We first show that the problems posed in (4) are energy bounded. Showing boundedness of the
problem L is standard: We multiply the PDE by u and integrate over the domain Ωu to get
〈u, ut〉Ωu + α 〈u, ux〉Ωu = 0, (5)
where 〈f, g〉Ωu =
∫
Ωu









When we integrate (6) in time,
||u(T )||2Ωu + α
∫ T
0
u2(c, t)dt ≤ ||ω0||2Ωu , (7)
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which shows that the energy at any time T and the value u(c, T ) are bounded by the initial condition.
The problem for u is completely decoupled from the problem for v.




2(d, t) + αu2(b, t), (8)
where we have applied the boundary condition, v(b, t) = u(b, t). To show energy boundedness, i.e.
the solution is bounded in terms of the data, we need a bound on u(b, t).
As the key step to get a bound on the interior value, u(b, t), we form the energy on the comple-
mentary domain Ωū, and use integration by parts again, noting that integration by parts applies





The energy rate (9) expresses the use of technique (T1). Therefore, we can write the value at x = b
in terms of the time derivative of the energy in the complementary domain, Ωū as
αu2(b, t) = − d
dt
||u||2Ωū . (10)
When we insert (10) into (8), and acknowledge the dissipativity of the (outflow) term on the













||u||2Ωū ≤ 0. (12)
Alternately, we can simply add (8) and (9) to get (12).















+ ||ω0||2Ωu . (14)
Therefore, each of the problems L and R are energy bounded, with the norm of the solution being
bounded by the initial data (for trivial inflow conditions).
Remark 1. The right hand side of (14) is not sharp when using the whole domain since it double
counts the overlap region ΩO. It’s also not necessary. The sharper bound is to use (13), which does











This is technique (T2). The sharper result makes sense: The total energy in Ωu is bounded by the
initial value. The total energy in Ωv is bounded by the original in that domain plus what can enter
from Ωu, the sum being the energy in the full domain, Ω.
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In summary, we have proved
Theorem 1. The overset domain problems defined in (4) are energy bounded with bounds (15).
We use Thm. 1, to prove
Theorem 2. The overset domain problem (4) is well-posed and its solution is equivalent to the
solution of the original problem (3) for ω on Ω.





x = 0, x ∈ Ωu
u′(a, t) = 0





x = 0, x ∈ Ωv
v′(b, t) = u′(b, t)
v′(x, 0) = 0
(16)
where u′ = u− ω and v′ = v − ω. The problems L′ and R′ are identical to L and R except for the







Therefore the differences between the overset solutions and the full domain solution are zero, show-
ing that u = ω and v = ω, and that the overset domain problem provides the solution to the original
single domain problem. Since the original problem for ω is well-posed, the overset domain problem
is well-posed, too.
2.2. The Symmetric System in 1D
We now extend (3) to the system
ωt + Aωx = 0, x ∈ Ω
ω(a, t) = BL1 (ω(a, t))
ω(d, t) = BR2 (ω(d, t))
ω(x, 0) = ω0(x)
(18)
We assume for convenience that A is symmetric, i.e., A = AT , and constant, and that the system
is hyperbolic so that A = PΛP−1. With A symmetric, P−1 = PT . We also assume that there are
no zero eigenvalues, although this is also not essential and does not change the results.
The boundary operators, BL1, BR2 are linear, characteristic, and set the incoming characteristic
states at the physical boundaries to zero. Since the problem (18) is hyperbolic, we can define the
characteristic variables






where w+ is associated with the positive eigenvalues of A and w− is associated with the negative


















Finally, we define A± = 12 {A± |A|} so that A = A
+ + A−, where A+ > 0 and A− < 0. In terms
of the characteristic variables, we have the boundary operators BL1 and BR2 to implement the
characteristic conditions
w+(a, t) = 0, w−(d, t) = 0, (21)
in the forms











We extend the associated overset domain problem (4) to the system
LS

ut + Aux = 0, x ∈ Ωu
u(a, t) = BL1 (u(a, t))
u(c, t) = BL2 (u(c, t),v(c, t))
u(x, 0) = ω0(x)
RS

vt + Avx = 0, x ∈ Ωv
v(b, t) = BR1 (u(b, t),v(b, t))
v(d, t) = BR2 (v(d, t))
v(x, 0) = ω0(x)
(23)
for the same domains shown in Fig. 2. The physical boundary conditions are the same as for the
full domain problem. The interface operators BL2 and BR1 implement the characteristic coupling
conditions
w−u (c, t) = w
−
v (c, t), w
+
v (b, t) = w
+
u (b, t) (24)
in the forms











where wu is given by (19), with u replacing ω, and similarly for wv.
The proof of energy boundedness for the overset problem (23) will use the following energy
statements:


























qT Aqxdx = 0. (27)











But A = A+ + A− and A− = −|A−|, so
d
dt







from which the result follows.
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Note that qT A±q = w±,T Λ̄±w±. Therefore, as a corollary to Lemma 1, we have

















So, for instance, the first and last terms on the right of (26) and (30) correspond to incoming
characteristic information (to be specified by data), whereas the middle two terms correspond to
energy dissipation through wave propagation out of the domain.
2.2.1. Well-Posedness for Diagonalizable Systems
The system problem (23) is energy bounded, which we show by exploiting the fact that the
coefficient matrix is diagonalizable. In one space dimension (but generally not in two or three), the
systems of equations (23) can be decoupled into
d
dt
w± + Λ̄±w±x = 0, (31)
each of which can be treated as in the scalar problem. Therefore, when we insert the inflow
charcteristic boundary condition on w−u at x = c and the trivial inflow condition on w
+
u at x = a,
d
dt
∣∣∣∣w+u ∣∣∣∣2Ωu = − w+,Tu Λ̄+w+u ∣∣c ,
d
dt
∣∣∣∣w−u ∣∣∣∣2Ωu = − w−,Tu ∣∣Λ̄−∣∣w−u ∣∣a + w−,Tv ∣∣Λ̄−∣∣w−v ∣∣c . (32)







∣∣∣∣w+u ∣∣∣∣2Ωū , (33)
which couples the state at the interior point x = b to the initial and (trivial) inflow boundary data.
For the problem on the right, RS in (23), we have a similar decomposition,
d
dt
∣∣∣∣w+v ∣∣∣∣2Ωv = w+,Tu Λ̄+w+u ∣∣b − w+,Tv Λ̄+w+v ∣∣d ,
d
dt
∣∣∣∣w−v ∣∣∣∣2Ωv = − w−,Tv ∣∣Λ̄−∣∣w−v ∣∣b , (34)
plus
w−,Tv




∣∣∣∣w+u ∣∣∣∣2Ωu ≤ 0,
d
dt






∣∣∣∣w+v ∣∣∣∣2Ωv ≤ − ddt ∣∣∣∣w+u ∣∣∣∣2Ωū ,
d
dt
∣∣∣∣w−v ∣∣∣∣2Ωv ≤ 0. (37)
We add the contributions from (36) and (37) to get the total energy. Note that
||w||2 =
∣∣∣∣w+∣∣∣∣2 + ∣∣∣∣w−∣∣∣∣2 . (38)
With A symmetric, P−1 = PT , so P is unitary. Therefore, for q = u or v, ||w||2 = ||q||2 and
||q||2 =
∣∣∣∣w+∣∣∣∣2 + ∣∣∣∣w−∣∣∣∣2 . (39)












∣∣∣∣w+u ∣∣∣∣2Ωū ≤ 0. (40)
Integrating (40) in time,
||u(T )||2Ωu +
∣∣∣∣w−v (T )∣∣∣∣2Ωv̄ ≤ ||u(0)||2Ωu + ∣∣∣∣w−v (0)∣∣∣∣2Ωv̄ ,
||v(T )||2Ωv +
∣∣∣∣w+u (T )∣∣∣∣2Ωū ≤ ||v(0)||2Ωv + ∣∣∣∣w+u (0)∣∣∣∣2Ωū . (41)
Finally, using (39) again,










||u(T )||2Ωu ≤ ||ω0||
2
Ωu
+ ||ω0||2Ωv̄ = ||ω0||
2
Ω ,
||v(T )||2Ωv ≤ ||ω0||
2
Ωv




Therefore, we have proved
Theorem 3. The overset domain problem (23) in 1D with characteristic boundary (22) and cou-
pling conditions (24) is energy bounded, with the energy satisfying (43). The sharpest estimate,
(41), which expresses (T2), shows that with decoupling, the energy for u depends only on its initial
data and the left-going energy from v, and similarly for v.
As in the scalar case, the overset system problem (23) is well-posed and provides the same
solution as the original, full domain problem (18), which we state as
Theorem 4. The solutions of the overset domain problem (23) match those of the original full
domain problem, (18), i.e. u = ω and v = ω. Under the assumption that the original problem is
well-posed, the overset domain problem is well-posed.
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Proof. The difference between the systems in (23) and (18), gives equations for the differences
u′ = u−ω and v′ = v−ω, each of the same form but with trivial initial conditions. Then by (43),
||u′(T )||2Ωu ≤ ||u
′(0)||2Ωu + ||v
′(0)||2Ωv̄ = 0,




and the result follows as in Thm. 2.
2.2.2. Energy without Characteristic Decoupling
The proof of energy boundedness to get (43) used the fact that the characteristic variables are
independent in the interior of the domains, not just at the boundaries. Physically, the decoupling
allows energy propagating along left– and right–going waves to be separated so that only incoming
wave energies are included at the overlap boundaries, through (33) and (35). The idea does not
extend to greater than one space dimension since the matrices are generally not simultaneously
diagonalizable. In this section we show what the energy method gives when we can’t rely on
diagonalizability.
For the overset domain problem, with (trivial characteristic, w = 0) inflow physical boundary
conditions applied, Lemma 1 says that
d
dt
























We then impose the characteristic interface conditions and re-order terms
d
dt
























The first two terms in each of (46) are dissipative and represent loss of energy at the boundaries
due to waves leaving the domain. The final term in each is due to the incoming information from
the alternate domain.































































Finally, we add the two equations in (46), replace the terms from (48) and (50), and use the






























, for which there is no initial or
boundary data, so without diagonalization the energy method does not give an energy bound in
terms of data. When we integrate (51) in time and use the inequality associated with the dissipative
terms, we get the bound
||u(T )||2Ωu + ||v(T )||
2
Ωv
+ ||u(T )||2Ωū + ||v(T )||
2
Ωv̄
≤ ||u0||2Ωu + ||v0||
2
Ωv











Remark 2. Overset techniques have been used for many years in multiple space dimensions where
diagonalization is not possible, so one might ask why numerical schemes should work at all. Looking
at (51), we see that in practice, with the two solutions being close to each other (differing, perhaps,
by an amount depending on resolution and truncation error), the terms on the right of (51),{









will likely be small, making the right hand side of (52) overly pessimistic, and small enough that
numerical dissipation elsewhere could dominate those terms.
The result (52) differs from that of the previous section, (43), in that with decoupling it is
possible to exclude interior and subsequently boundary contributions that cannot be bounded by
data.
2.3. An Energy Bounded Overset Problem with a Weighted Multiple Penalty
The energy method did not show energy boundedness for the system problem without taking
diagonalization into account. We now show that we can eliminate the unwanted terms on the right
of (52) by applying penalties in the domains, (T3), and pose a new energy bounded problem that
does not require diagonalizability in the proof.
To eliminate the extra terms that arise in the interior of the domains, we apply the third
technique, (T3), and impose additional interface conditions as penalty terms:
LS







u(u− v)] = 0, x ∈ Ωu
u(a, t) = BL1 (u(a, t))










v(v − u)] = 0, x ∈ Ωv
v(d, t) = BR2 (v(d, t))
v(x, 0) = ω0(x)
(55)
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etc., and ψ is a test function. We must find specific conditions on the coupling matrices Σu and
Σv, so that the problem (54)–(55) is energy bounded and conservative.
Remark 3. The penalty at x = c in the problem LS and the penalty at x = b in RS are weak
weighted enforcements of the (coupling) boundary conditions at those points.
We first create weak forms of the PDEs in (54)–(55) by multiplying by test functions φu and
φv, and then integrating over the two domains



























To implement (T1), the overlap region has the weak forms
〈φu,ut〉ΩO + 〈φu,Aux〉ΩO = 0
〈φv,vt〉ΩO + 〈φv,Avx〉ΩO = 0.
(58)


















































− 〈φ′v,Av〉ΩO = 0,
(60)
where the prime represents the partial derivative with respect to x. Technically speaking, we apply
the lifting operator Lb at b − ε and Lc at c + ε. After integration we get (59) and (60) at those
shifted points. We then take the limit as ε → 0, so the penalty does not appear in the overlap
region.
2.3.1. Energy Boundedness
With specific conditions on the coupling matrices, Σu and Σu, the overset problem (54) and
(55) is energy bounded. To show that, we set φu = u and φv = v in (59)–(60) to construct the










+ 2uT Σbu(u− v)
∣∣∣
b










+ 2vT Σbv(v − u)
∣∣∣
b
































Then it is also true that, taking 0 < η < 1,
||u||2Ωu − η ||u||
2
ΩO




||v||2Ωv − (1− η) ||v||
2
ΩO





define norms. From this observation we prove
Lemma 2. For 0 < η < 1,









= ||u||2Ωū + (1− η) ||u||
2
ΩO





defines a norm that can be used to bound both u and v.
Proof. The energy, E, is a convex linear combination of norms, and so with E ≥ 0, it satisfies the
usual requirements for a norm. Furthermore, if E(u,v) ≤ C then
E(u,v) = ||u||2Ωu − η ||u||
2
ΩO
+ ||v||2Ωv − (1− η) ||v||
2
ΩO























Since each term is non-negative, each is bounded by C, from which it follows that ||u||2Ωu ≤ C/(1−η)
and ||v||2Ωv ≤ C/η.
Remark 4. The norms of u and v represent the energy in each subdomain. Adding them gives
the energy over the original domain Ω but double counts the overlap region. The energy E(u,v)
subtracts the extra contribution as a weighted sum of the overlap energy to represent the energy of
the original problem for ω (T2). From the PDE point of view, the choice of η ∈ (0, 1) is arbitrary,
but may have relevance numerically when one solution may be more accurate than the other due to
increased resolution, for instance.
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Motivated by (64) and (66), we combine (61) and (62) as in (65), and use the boundary conditions
































Let us write (67) as
d
dt



















A sufficient condition for the overset domain problem to be energy bounded, then, is Pb,Pc ≥ 0.













































βA+ 2 Σu −( Σu + Σv)
−( Σu + Σv) −βA + 2Σv
]
, (72)
where β = η at x = b and β = (1− η) at x = c.















































4( Σu + Σv) 2βA+ 2( Σu − Σv)




Non-negativity is guaranteed if
βA+ Σu = Σv, (76a)
2Σv − βA ≥ 0. (76b)
The condition (76a) zeros the off-diagonal blocks of M̃, leaving only the upper left block in the
rotated matrix. Adding condition (76a) to (76b) shows that the upper left block is non-negative.
With those conditions,
P = (u− v)T ( Σu + Σv)(u− v) ≥ 0. (77)
Example 1. The upwind projection on the penalty with η = β = 12 terms leads to an energy-
bounded problem. Let Σu =
1
2 |A










∣∣A−∣∣) (u− v) ≥ 0. (78)
For this scenario, the equations to be solved for u and v are




∣∣A−∣∣ (u− v)]+ Lcu [12 ∣∣A−∣∣ (u− v)
]
= 0, x ∈ Ωu












= 0, x ∈ Ωv.
(79)
We can now prove energy boundedness in
Theorem 5. For η ∈ (0, 1), and conditions (76a)–(76b) on the coupling matrices, the overset do-




and ||v||2Ωv ≤ ||ω0||
2
Ω /η.





















Integrating in time, and using (64),


















= ||ω0||2Ω ≥ 0.
(81)
The last line follows because η ||ω0||2ΩO + (1− η) ||ω0||
2
ΩO




the overlap region twice. Finally, by Lemma. 2, ||u(T )||2Ωu ≤ ||ω0||
2




and the solutions at any time T are bounded by the initial data.
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2.3.2. Equivalence to the Original Problem and Well-Posedness
The solutions to the overset problem (54)–(55) are equivalent to the solution to the original
problem, (18), from which it follows that the overset problem is well-posed.
Theorem 6. For η ∈ (0, 1), and conditions (76a)–(76b) on the coupling matrices, the solutions of
the overset domain problem (54)-(54) with interior penalties are equivalent to the solution for the
full domain problem, i.e. u = ω for x ∈ Ωu and v = ω for x ∈ Ωv. Under the assumption that the
original problem is well-posed, the overset domain problem is also well-posed.
Proof. Using the facts that the boundary conditions are linear, that the solution ω satisfies the same
PDE system in each subdomain as the subdomain solutions, and that u−v = (u−ω)− (v−ω) =
u′ − v′, the differences u′ = u− ω and v′ = v − ω satisfy (54) and (55), respectively, with trivial
initial conditions, u′(x, 0) = ω′0 ≡ 0 and v′(x, 0) = ω′0 ≡ 0. Then by Thm. 5, for any time t = T ,




Ω /(1− η) = 0




Ω /η = 0,
(82)
from which the equivalence follows. Since the original problem for ω is well posed, it follows that
the overset problem is also well-posed.
2.3.3. Conservation
The overset problem (54)–(55) with the interior penalties is also conservative, and the flux lost
from one domain at the interface is equal to that gained by the other, if the overset domain problem










+ φT Σcu(u− v)
∣∣
c




− 〈φ′,Av〉Ωv + φ
T Σbv(v − u)
∣∣∣
b






















〈φ,ut〉Ωu + 〈φ,vt〉Ωv −
{
η 〈φ,ut〉ΩO + (1− η) 〈φ,vt〉ΩO
}




′,Av〉Ωv − η 〈φ



















Making the interior boundary term vanish, we have the following theorem:
Theorem 7. The overset domain problem (54) is conservative if the interface terms at x = b and
x = c in (84) vanish, that is, if
βA + Σu = Σv, (85)
where, as before, β = η at x = b and β = 1− η at x = c.
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With condition (85), the flux lost from one penalty on one domain is gained at the same point
in the other domain, leading to overall conservation. This conservation condition is the first of the
energy boundedness conditions, (76a).
Most importantly, the meaning of conservation in the overset context can be interpreted in
terms of the original problem over Ω:






ωdx = fa − fd, (86)
where fa = Au|a and fd = Av|d are the boundary fluxes at x = a and x = d, repsectively.
Proof. Summing the integrals over Ωu and Ωv in (84) counts the overlap region twice, so the extra


















= (Au|a −Av|d) = fa − fd. (87)
By Thm. 6, u = ω and v = ω on their respective domains, the integrals collapse to the single
integral over [a, d], and the result follows.
3. Well-Posed Overset Domain Problems in Two Space Dimensions
The procedure of adding penalty terms at the interfaces to get a well-posed overset domain
problem extends to more than one space dimension. In this section we consider two types of overset
problems: one with coupling only at the domain interfaces, like that done in Sec. 2.3, and another
that also adds coupling within the interior of the overlap.
We define the full domain problem on the domain Ω shown in Fig. 3 as
ωt +
→
A · ∇ω = 0, →x ∈ Ω
ω(
→






















A = A1x̂+A2ŷ is a space vector with unit coordinate vectors x̂ and ŷ, and symmetric compo-
nents A1 and A2. As in one space dimension, we require that the physical boundary operators B
a
and Bd be characteristic, dissipative, and impose trivial conditions on the incoming characteristic
variables.
The overset geometry that covers the domain Ω in Fig. 3 is shown in Fig. 4. The base domain,
Ωv, has a hole bounded by the curve Γb. The overset domain extends beyond that hole to a
boundary bounded by the curve, Γc. In this way, the physical and interface boundaries are ordered
as they were in one space dimension.
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Figure 3: Diagram of the 2D geometry
Figure 4: Diagrams of the overset geometry in 2D
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3.1. Boundary only Coupling



























































The functions Lbu, etc. are lifting operators that return the values along a curve. Specifically,










where ψ is again some test function.




































v(v − u)ds = 0, (93)























3.1.1. The Energy Bound
To show energy boundedness of the problems (89)–(90), we choose φu = u and φv = v. Mul-
tidimensional integration by parts applied to the divergence terms and the fact that the coefficient




















A · n̂cuds, (96)
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A · n̂dvds. (97)


















A · n̂cu + 2uT Σcu(u− v)
}




















A·n̂dvds = 0, (99)


























A · n̂cvds = 0.
(100)
Before moving further, we apply the boundary conditions along the inner physical boundary, Γa,
and the outer physical boundary, Γd. For each, we split the matrix
→
A · n̂ = A+ − |A−| according to
the positive and negative eigenvalues and set the boundary condition w− = 0, so that the incoming




A · n̂auds =
∮
Γa




A · n̂dvds =
∮
Γd
vT A+vds ≥ 0.
(101)
We then construct the time derivative of the energy norm (65) from (98)–(100), so that with























2uT Σbu(u− v) + vT
→
A · n̂bv + 2vT Σbv(v − u)− ηuT
→











A · n̂cu + 2uT Σcu(u− v) + 2vT Σ
c
v(v − u)− ηuT
→







for 0 < η < 1.
Energy boundedness therefore depends on the signs of the integrands of the line integrals.
Gathering the terms in the integrands, let us write
Pb = −ηuT
→
A · n̂bu + ηvT
→
A · n̂bv + 2uT Σbu(u− v) + 2vT Σ
b
v(v − u) (103)
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and
Pc = (1− η)uT
→
A · n̂cu− (1− η)vT
→
A · n̂cv + 2uT Σcu(u− v) + 2vT Σ
c
v(v − u). (104)
As before, (102) implies energy boundedness if Pa ≥ 0 and Pb ≥ 0.
Both Pb and Pc are of the same form, namely









A · n̂. Both are in the same form as the equivalents in one space dimension, (69). So, as















βA+ 2Σu −(Σu + Σv)
−(Σu + Σv) −βA + 2Σv
]
. (108)
Therefore, a sufficient condition for energy boundedness is that M ≥ 0, which we showed in Sec.
2.3 occurs when the conditions in (76) are statisfied.




















Integrating (109) in time, and using (64),




















Then by Thm. 2, ||u(T )||2Ωu ≤ ||ω0||
2
ΩO
/(1− η), ||v(T )||2Ωv ≤ ||ω0||
2
ΩO
/η and the solutions at any
time T are bounded by the data. We have therefore proved
Theorem 9. For η ∈ (0, 1), and conditions (76a)–(76b) on the coupling matrices, where β is given
by (106), the overset domain problem (89)-(90) is energy bounded with E(T ) ≤ ||ω0||2Ω, and further,
||u||2Ωu ≤ ||ω0||
2





Theorem 10. For η ∈ (0, 1), and conditions (76a)–(76b) on the coupling matrices, the solutions
of the overset domain problem (89)-(90) are equivalent to the solution for the full domain problem,
i.e. u = ω for
→
x ∈ Ωu and v = ω for
→
x ∈ Ωv. Under the assumption that the original problem is
well-posed, the overset domain problem is well-posed.
Proof. The proof follows that of Thm. 6.
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3.1.2. Conservation
Again, to show conservation we set φu = φv = φ, now in (92)–(93) and (95), apply integration









































φT Σbv(v − u)ds+
∮
Γc







































Following the procedure used for one space dimension, we then gather area, surface and boundary
terms and re-organize





























































As in one space dimension, we have
Theorem 11. The overset domain problem (89)-(90) is conservative if the terms in (112) along
Γb and Γc vanish, which happens when
β
→
A · n̂+ Σu = Σv (113)
along each curve, where β is given by (106).
Remark 5. So, as in one space dimension, the conservation condition (113) is implied by the
conditions (76) for energy boundedness, and so energy boundedness is sufficient for conservation.
Finally, as in one space dimension,
Theorem 12. Conservation in the overset domain problem (89)-(90) is equivalent to conservation
in the original domain problem, (88).
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Given the equivalence between the overset solutions and the full domain solution through Thm. 10,
















i.e., the rate of change of the total amount of ω is given by the difference between the flux in and
the flux out of the full domain, Ω.
3.2. Boundary Plus Overlap Coupling
To enable stronger coupling between the problems in the overlap region, we can add additional
penalties in its interior. Let {→xm}Mm=1 be a set of points in the overlap region, ΩO. Then we modify
































































































































































contain the parts already analyzed. The previous sections on energy boundedness and conservation
show that













when the trivial inflow boundary conditions are imposed and the coupling conditions (76) hold.
Therefore, to show energy boundedness and conservation with the penalty terms in the overlap
region, we need only consider the consequences of those.

















2(1− η)uT Σmu (u− v) + 2ηuT Σ
m




Therefore the overset problem is energy bounded if
Pm = 2(1− η)uT Σmu (u− v) + 2ηvT Σ
m
v (v − u) ≥ 0. (124)













where Mm is independent of the advection coefficient matrices,
Mm =
[

















2((1− η)Σmu + ηΣ
m










Following the arguments in Sec. 2.3.1, the coupling matrices must be related by




Pm = 2(1− η)(u− v)T Σmu (u− v) ≥ 0 (129)
adds dissipation to the system when Σmu > 0. The amount of that dissipation can be controlled by




Theorem 13. For η ∈ (0, 1), and conditions (76a)–(76b) on the interface coupling matrices,
where β is given by (106), and (128) on the interior penalty coupling matrices, the overset domain
problem (116)-(117) is energy bounded with E(T ) ≤ ||ω0||2Ω, and further, ||u||
2
Ωu
≤ ||ω0||2Ω /(1− η)
and ||v||2Ωv ≤ ||ω0||
2
Ω /η, when Σ
m
u ≥ 0.
We also state without proof, as the proof follows that of Thm. 6,
Theorem 14. For η ∈ (0, 1), and conditions (76a)–(76b) on the interface coupling matrices, and
(128) on the interior penalty coupling matrices, the solutions of the overset domain problem (116)-
(117) are equivalent to the solution for the full domain problem, i.e. u = ω for x ∈ Ωu and v = ω
for x ∈ Ωv. Under the assumption that the original problem is well-posed, the overset domain
problem is well-posed.
Finally,
Theorem 15. With the coupling conditions (128), the overset domain problem (116)-(117) remains
conservative.
Proof. Under the condition (128), the interior penalty terms add
φT ((1− η)Σmu − ηΣ
m
v ) (u− v) = 0, m = 1, 2, . . . ,M (130)
at each point to (112) for any φ, u and v, so Thm. 11 still holds.
Remark 6. The addition of a finite number of penalty points is the strategy that one might en-
counter in numerical approximations. From the continuous perspective, however, one might consider
replacing the sums with a continuous penalty that is non-zero only in the overlap region. With that
penalty, the algebra carries through with integrals replacing the sums in (116) and (117). The con-
ditions on the coupling matrices remain the same, and the problem remains energy bounded and
conservative.
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4. On the Numerical Approximation of the Overset Problems
Having a well-posed continuous problem provides a framework for the design of a stable and,
ultimately, convergent numerical approximation [20]. The boundary value problems (89)–(90) with-
out overlap coupling, and (116)– (117) with overlap coupling, have energy bounded solutions that
are equivalent to the original, single domain, problem (88) (Thms. 10 and 13). The formulations
are general in the sense that the coupling matrices Σ need only satisfy relations between them and
the coefficient matrices, i.e. (76), or between themselves, (128), leaving one the flexibility to balance
the numerical issues of stiffness and accuracy.
For any spatial approximation, implementation would require discrete approximations to the
lifting operators to transfer the differences in the solutions from one mesh to another. They are
essentially interpolation operators from one domain to the other, but they must satisfy the integral
conditions (91) and (118) discretely. Examples of this type of lifting operator can be found for
non-overset problems in [9], [21] and [? ].
Proving stability of a numerical approximation by following the continuous analysis will require
discrete analogues of (T1) and (T2). In the continuous case (T1) and (T2) relied on the fact that
integration by parts can be applied on any subdomain of a region. Following the steps discretely,
stability could be proved for schemes that possess a local summation by parts (SBP) property in
addition to SBP over the entire domain, or when exact integration is possible.
Finally, showing equivalence of the overset problem to the original problem requires that the
initial conditions on the overlap region match, see e.g., the proof of Thm.2. In a numerical ap-
proximation the initial conditions will differ, due to the different meshes and resolution and that
condition will only hold in the limit as the meshes are refined. The differences in the initial con-
dition highlight the importance of the penalty terms, since those terms are designed to counteract
the mis-match (53) between the two solutions. The issue can be addressed by considering initial
conditions that differ in the overlap region. Stability would still be ensured, but uniqueness and
equivalence to the original problem would follow if the differences go to zero as the mesh is refined.
5. Summary
Overset grid methods, which have been used for four decades, have stability issues when applied
to multidimensional problems. In this paper we stepped back from the numerical issue to the more
fundamental one of whether a linear, constant coefficient hyperbolic initial-boundary value problem
on which overset grid numerical methods are based is well-posed. Starting from a problem known
to be well-posed is necessary for the development of a stable and accurate multidimensional overset
grid approximation.
Using the energy method, we showed that characteristic coupling conditions between subdomains
lead to a well-posed problem in one space dimension. For systems, the proof used the fact that
the coefficient matrix can be diagonalized. If diagonalization is not used, then the energy method
introduces interface terms that are not bounded by initial data.
To ensure well-posedness in multidimensional problems where requiring that the coefficient
matrices be simultaneously diagonalizable is not usually possible, we introduced penalty terms at
the domain interfaces (T3). Under specific conditions on the coupling matrices in those penalty
terms, we showed that the overset domain problems are energy bounded, conservative and have
solutions that are equivalent to the solution on the full domain. We use the latter to infer that
the overset domain problems are well-posed. The two tricks are to: (i) Define the energy over the
entire domain by adding the energies of the subdomains, but subtracting the extra introduced by
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the overlap (T2) and (ii) use the fact that integration by parts is applicable in the overlap region
to relate the interior and surface contributions (T1).
We also showed that stronger coupling introduced by adding penalty terms to the interior of
the overlap region between their subdomains leads to a well-posed problem that is still equivalent
to the original under specific conditions on the coupling matrices. This approach allows additional
weighting of one subdomain solution over another, which may be useful in approximations where
one solution is assumed to be more accurate than the other.
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